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The Desktop AFP Prototype

Automated fiber placement (AFP) is a process commonly used in the aerospace industry to
make large, complex composite parts where a robotic gantry lays down individual pre-
impregnated strips of fiber tow. This thesis prototyped a proof-of-concept desktop AFP
machine with four degrees of freedom designed for building prosthetic sockets for
$10,000 at a scale feasible for small clinics, university research labs, and residential
settings. The AFP prototype demonstrated the basic ability to automatically place and
laminate strips of fiber. During testing the prototype demonstrated a constant compaction
force at 75N with standard deviation of 1.2N over varying surface and of produced the 10N
of fiber tension that is required for composite lamination.

Project:
Prototyped a Desktop Automated Fiber Placement
(AFP) machine to manufacture carbon composite
prosthetic sockets.

Project Impact:
Desktop scale AFP machine for non-planar surfaces.
This work aims to replace the current manual socket
fabrication process that is expensive and often
inaccurate, leading to sockets that do not always fit
properly or might be poorly constructed.

Project Type:
Thesis project. Independently to identified a problem,
proposed a solution, then defined, analyzed, designed,
built, programmed, tested, and evaluated the system.

Remote Media Lab Setup

To test the sockets designed by Biomech’s computational
design framework the lab was 3D printing test sockets. They
were never safe enough to leave the lab because they would
eventually break. However, we felt they were sufficient for in-
lab testing. Unfortunately, during one subject test a socket
broke! This socket broken socket motivated research into new
socket fabrication methods.
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Master’s Thesis: From Analysis to Design
Process:
Research

Socket fabrication methods

Composite layup methods

Automated fiber placement machines

Analysis

Determine AFP Functional Requirements

Develop personal python modeling toolbox

Calculate machine and component performance

Design

Master Sketch

“Rough out” as much of system as possible

Design components

Source off-the-shelf parts

Verify parts meet performance spec

Iterate

Prep subsystem for fabrication

Build

Ordered custom parts from Manufacturers

Machined additional components in campus

shop

Assemble in apartment

Test

Iterate if necessary

Move to next subsystem

System Functional Requirements
(zoom in for detail)

I started developing my own modeling toolbox because I was dissatisfied with Matlab and Excel for mechanical design. I have three goals for my
modeling environment: easily editable equations, outputs that included not only the numerical solution but also the mathematical equations
used, and the ability to include physical units in the equations. My secondary goals were that the software could output the equations in Latex
syntax for use in the thesis and that I could incorporate equation solutions into the software library that runs the AFP machine.
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Master’s Thesis: Software
Software Goals
User interacts with GUI to send actions and
parameters to machine
Machine parses input
Machine acts
Updates user while acting
Finish action and wait for next command
User can cancel action if necessary

Tools:
GUI: Python, PyQT
Device: Teensy, programmed with Arduino
Environment: Pycharm, Clion with PlatformIO
Github
Messages: Json

Robot Control:
Two microcontrollers, one for Series
Elastic Actuator (SEA), one for the
remaining DOFs
Devices run non-blocking state machine
SEA controlled with PID, separate gains for
contact and non-contact states.

Screenshot of GUI During Operation
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Master’s Thesis: 
Testing and Evaluation

In these tests, AFP machine was made to apply
75N of force as a disk was rotated under the
roller. The disks represent shapes the machine
would have to make when building a socket. As
a control object, one disk was a circle with an
axle that was 6.3 mm off-center, making it an
eccentric disk. Two additional disks were made
from cross sections of a socket recently
designed in Biomech. With the eccentric disk
spinning with an average surface speed of
27mm/s2 the standard deviation of the force
applied by the SEA was 1.2N. As the surface
height gradually increased the Y axis was slow
to react. Eventually, as the height further
increased the Y axis began to move and
compensate for the new height. The behavior
was identical as the surface disk peaked and
the surface moved downwards. This is due to
PID loop tuning. With a constant surface
height, the actuator would approach the
desired set-point but would often fall short.
The system has sufficient power to fully
compress the spring, as happened many times
during tuning. PID loops can be used to quickly
produce usable performance from an actuator
but are difficult to optimally tune. This result
shows the system is ready and capable to
further develop fiber placement, but warrants
testing of a more capable control method. The
force output on the socket cross sections were
constant within a standard deviation of 1.17N
and 1.01N respectively.

Fiber DOF Runout
The Shaft-to-spline adaptor part has noticeable runout, the
axis does not perfectly rotate around itself. It is difficult to
measure the runout directly at the compaction roller.
Therefore, the runout was measured with the dial indicator
on the circular surface at the top of the roller fork. The
runout was measured at 500 tick increments. The maximum
runout was at 108°of -0.48mm. Using Abbe Error, that
principle that angular error is magnified over increasing
distance where ! = h * "#$(%), the error at the end effector
was estimated to be -0.92mm

During development, the AFP machine produced lamination samples on a flat surface
and a cylinder as shown in Figure 8-10. The cinder blocks were used as a sturdy raised
surface as the Y axis cannot contact the table. The wrapping tests were done with an
aluminum cylinder with an 114 mm diameter.3 This cylinder is a simpler shape than a
transtibial socket and approximates the dimensions of many of Biomech’s trial
subjects.

The flat strip tests were conducted when the Y axis, Z translational axis, and Fiber DOF
could first be position controlled. The Z axis speed could not yet be adjusted, therefore
the fiber feed-rate could not be adjusted. The strip produced is shown in Figure 8-10.
This experiment demonstrated that the machine was capable of laminating strips
together but also provided insight on many process challenges that had to be
addressed

Moving to a cylinder was possible when the feeds and speeds calculations were
implemented. The first test was 2mm/s feed-rate and 1 fiber-width of spacing so that
adjacent fibers would be touching. The first wrapped part is shown in 8-12A. The first
obvious problem with the test was that the secondary heater was not in contact with
the cylinder.

When the part had to be cut to remove it from the cylinder, the fiber still connected to
the Kapton© as shown in 8-12B. When the tape was removed the fibers fell apart as
shown in 8-12B. As the previously placed fibers were not being sufficiently heated, the
newly placed fiber was not properly adhering to the previous layer. The test was
repeated at a 1mm/s feed-rate. The parts are shown in Figure 8-13. For this test the
fiber held together after being removed from the cylinder. The slower feed-rate
increased the temperature of the fiber tow being placed and help to improve the
adhesion. The part lamination quality could still use improvement. The material build-
up on the heater, as shown earlier in 6-5, pushed the fiber tow off-center of the roller
and caused the tow to twist as it was being placed.

To measure the fiber tension during placement, the end of the fiber tow was
connected to the Futek LSB302 load cell. The tension motor was turned on
and the system was moved across the Z axis simulating fiber placement. The
results are shown in Figure 8- 5A. The graph shows that the back-driven
motor can achieve 10N of tension, however the force was not constant. This
was also visually apparent as the fiber seemed to un- spool at an inconsistent
rate. Figure 8-5B shows the time in milliseconds that it took for the encoder
value to change as the fiber was un-spooled. This is a measurement of
velocity, but without the unit conversions. This graph is useful as it shows
that the non-constant tension is a result of the motor and not from another
part of the assembly. It also indicates that because the change in velocity is
measurable by the micro-controller, the issue could be fixed with software.
Currently, the tension motor is given a constant voltage, but this suggests
that the performance could be improved by a control loop that varies the
motor voltage. Figure 8-5C shows the electrical current drawn by the tension
motor during operation. This did not show a discernible pattern, potentially,
further testing with a higher sampling rate may provide more useful
information.

Outcome: The prototype AFP machine demonstrated
compaction on non-planar surfaces necessary for fiber
placement at a desktop scale.

Evaluation: The evaluation tested the machine’s
performance against the Functional Requirements
included the production of demonstration fiber parts,
compaction load testing, structural testing of the
machine, and motion control evaluation. The scope of
the project did not ultimately include a complete
transtibial socket.

A selection of the tests and

results from evaluation:


